A vibration suppressor is used to change the natural frequency of an elevator rope, and to prevent resonance. The elevator rope is modeled using a string. However, the vibration of the string that has a vibration suppressor has been studied for a few conditions because of its geometric nonlinearity. In this paper, an exact solution for the free vibration of a string when the position of the vibration suppressor is opposite to the pulled position is presented. In this analysis, a problem of free vibration with a vibration suppressor is transposed to a problem of forced vibration. Further, to verify the validity of this exact solution, a finite difference analysis of the string vibration with a vibration suppressor is performed. The calculated results obtained from the finite difference analysis are in good agreement with those of the exact solution.
Introduction
When an elevator rope of a high-rise building is forcibly excited by the displacements of the building induced by wind forces and/or by long-period ground motion, the rope displacement becomes large, even if the ground and the building accelerations are small. To prevent this problem, the elevator should be driven within a certain limit depending on the sway of the building. Thus, to improve the driving efficiency and safety of the elevator, the rope sway should be reduced.
As shown in Fig. 1 , the elevator rope is composed of a main rope and a compensating rope, where the cage and counterweight are hung from the main rope. A compensating sheave and a compensating rope ensure the tension on the main rope. Studies that seek to reduce the lateral vibration of an elevator rope have been reported in the literature; for example, a control method involving the consideration of the time-varying rope length (Otsuki et al., 2002) ; numerical analysis of the elevator rope using a vibration suppressor (Kimura and Nakagawa, 2007a) ; reducing method involving the movement of the cage location to avoid resonance caused by the sway of building (Watanabe et. al., 2007) ; non-contact control method using a permanent magnet (Katsuno et al., 2007) ; and another reducing method using a damper attached to the compensating sheave (Nakagawa and Arai, 2012) . Only vibration suppressors that physically restrain rope displacement are used in elevator systems to reduce rope vibration (Nakagawa et al., 2005) .
The vibration of a string that has a vibration suppressor has been studied only for a few conditions because of its geometric nonlinearity (Fig. 2) . The author has analyzed the vibration of an elevator rope that has a vibration suppressor, assuming that the rope is a string. The advantage of using a vibration suppressor for reducing the lateral vibration of the rope is demonstrated through numerical calculations. The effects of the vibration suppressor greatly depend on its position, number and gap between the string and suppressor (Kimura and Nakagawa, 2007a) . If a theoretical solution is obtained for rope sway due to forced vibration, the optimal installation position and the number of vibration suppressors can be determined without conducting a numerical calculation.
Next, the free vibration of the string with vibration suppressors as shown in Fig. 2 has been studied and exact solutions have been obtained. For the case where the vibration suppressors are uniformly installed and the pulled position is at the center of the string (Fig. 2(a) ), the effects of the gap and number of vibration suppressors are presented (Kimura, 2013) . The effect of the number of vibration suppressors is presented for the case when the vibration suppressors are uniformly installed and the pulled position is 1/N of the position of the string (Fig. 2(b) ) (Kimura, 2014a) where N is divided number of the string. Further, the exact solution for the free vibration of the string with one vibration suppressor is presented for the case when the 1/N position of the string is pulled (Fig. 2(c), (d) ) (Kimura, 2014a (Kimura, , 2014b . However, in the case where the position of the vibration suppressor is opposite to the pulled position, no exact solution has yet been obtained for the free vibration of the string.
This study determines the exact solution for the free vibration of a string when the position of the vibration suppressor is opposite to the pulled position. In addition, a finite difference analysis of the string vibration is performed to verify the validity of the exact solution. 
Analytical Method 2.1 Exact Solution
This study determines the free vibration of a string that is released after an initial displacement, as shown in Fig. 3 . A vibration suppressor is in an opposite position to the pulled position. Assuming that the string tension is constant and the initial velocity of the string is zero, the initial displacement is expressed as follows: (1) where L is the string length, max u is the initial displacement at the pulled position, and L  is the pulled position.
The boundary condition is expressed as follows:
where 0
 is the gap between the string and the vibration suppressor.
Zero gap between the string and the vibration suppressor
The displacement of the string without the vibration suppressor is shown in Fig. 4 (a). The initial displacement is plotted in blue. After releasing the string, the string displacement changes as shown by lines DAF, DEF, DGF, DHF, DGF, and DEF, and it returns to the initial position (line DAF). The displacement of the string with a vibration suppressor is shown in Fig. 4 (b). The wave propagation in the string is shown in Fig. 5 , where  is equal to 1/3, and 0  is equal to zero. The situation is the same as that for the case where there is no vibration suppressor until the string collides with the vibration suppressor (
A t T  ). The string displacement at point B (
A t T  ) is plotted in red. Time A T is expressed as in the following equation using a geometrical relation as shown in Fig. 4 
(b). Time A
T is equal to A T  which is the time taken by the string to return to the initial string displacement. 
Parallelograms ADHF, A'DH'B, and A''BH''F are similar in Fig. 4 . Angle H'BH'' is equal to angle DAF, because the corresponding angles of similar parallelograms are equal. Further, angle H'BH'' is constant from point B to B'. Therefore, the amplitude of the load is constant. String displacement at point B' is equal to the displacement (red line in Fig. 4(b) ) at point B, and returns to the initial displacement.
Thus, the natural period n T and the natural frequency n f are expressed as follows:
where 0 n f is the natural frequency without the vibration suppressor. As described above, string vibration with vibration suppressor is able to trace by considering the wave propagation in the string. However, in the case of this method, it's necessary to change the equation according to coordinate and time. In this study, it's expressed in one equation as shown below.
The magnitude of the load is expressed as 0
  using the initial displacement max u and the string tension 0
T . In addition, there should be no energy loss due to collision. The load ( ) f t is expressed as follows:
Because the load ( ) f t is an even function (Fig.6) , the Fourier series expansion of ( ) f t is obtained as follows: Therefore, the problem of this free vibration with a vibration suppressor can be transposed to the problem of forced vibration on the concentrated load, which is expressed in Eq. (9). This concentrated load acts at (1 )
where
is the Dirac delta function. The constant term 0 ( (1 ) 
(9) corresponds to the static load. The solution is expressed as follows:
The solution corresponding to the remaining terms of Eq. (9) is obtained as the following equation by applying the solution to the forced vibration where a sinusoidal load acts at the center of the string (Yasuda, 2000) . (1 ) (1 )
Therefore, when the pulled position is opposite to the position of the vibration suppressor and the gap 0  is zero, the exact solution for the free vibration of the string is expressed as follows:
Non-zero gap 0 
Next, we considered the case where the gap 0  is not limited to zero. Figure 7 shows the propagation waves of the string after the string is released. The difference between Fig. 7 and Fig. 5 is the collision time (position of point B). As shown in Fig. 8 , the load acts on the vibration suppressor. Thus, as noted in the foregoing paragraph, the exact solution is obtained as follows:
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Therefore, when the pulled position is opposite to the position of the vibration suppressor and the gap 0  is not limited to zero, the exact solution for the free vibration of the string is expressed as follows:
Equation of motion and finite difference analysis
Assuming that string length and tension are constant, the differential equation of the string can be expressed as follows:
where x is the coordinate of the string, A  is the mass density per unit length, C is the damping coefficient per unit length, and 0 T is the string tension. This study investigates a string with one vibration suppressor. A numerical analysis is performed using the following difference equation (Kimura et al., 2007b (Kimura et al., , 2008 , derived from Eq. (21). 
where t  is the time step, x  is the element string length, , i j u is the string displacement, and the subscripts i and j represent the number of a lattice point in the space and time coordinates, respectively. The response at each time step is calculated using Eq. (22). The string displacement should be monitored, while the contact with and separation from the vibration suppressor are determined at each time step.
Results and Discussion

Load acting on the vibration suppressor
An example of the calculated results of the load acting on the vibration suppressor using Eqs. (9) and (17) is shown in Fig. 9 . This figure shows that the load acting on the vibration suppressor is zero at 0 / 0.5 n t T  . Moreover, when there is a gap, the duration for which the load is applied becomes short.
String displacement distribution and time history of the string displacement
Figures 10-15 show the displacement distributions during one natural period and the time history of the string displacement after releasing the string. In Figs. 11, 13, and 15, the calculated results using the exact solution and the finite difference analysis are plotted with solid lines and dashed lines, respectively. Both results are in good agreement. Figures 10, 12 , and 14 show that the inclination of the string after collision is equal to the initial string inclination. The T is the natural period of the string without the vibration suppressor.
Natural frequency
When the position of the vibration suppressor is opposite to the pulled position, the natural frequency of the string depends on the pulled position and the gap between the string and the vibration suppressor. The calculated results regarding the effects of parameters  and  on the natural frequency of the string with the vibration suppressor are 
